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New President Reports
The Very Rev. Kenneth W. Baker, S.J., spent his
first day on the job yesterday as University President.
The Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J., assumed his duties
as S.U.s first chancellor at the same time. His resignation from the Presidency became effective Sunday.
The chancellorship was created to free the President
from outside fund raising activities and allow him more
time as an administrator.

for

First Duties

FR. BAKER. 40, arrived m the Puget Sound area last
week from Spokane's Gonzaga University where he headed the theology department.
A skiing enthusiast, the new President spent last
week testing the runs at various nearby ski resorts. He
also visited relatives m Tacoma, his home town.
Fr. Baker, despite a cold, spent yesterday meeting
students, faculty and administrators. His major connection with S.U. m the past was as principal speaker at the
1967 Mass of the Holy Spirit.
FR. BAKER, S.U.s fifth president, was graduated
from Bellarmine Prep m Tacoma. He received his B.A.
m philosophy from Gonzaga;his STL from the University
of Innsbruck, Austria, and his Ph.D. m religious studies
from Marquette University.
He was ordained m Innsbruck m 1960.
At Gonzaga Fr. Baker was on the Board of Trustees,
Faculty-Student Publication Board, Curriculum Review
Committee, Committee for Interdisciplinary Learning,
and the Charter and By-laws Committee.
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The Very ReverendKenneth Baker,S.J.
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Compulsory Theology
Stirs Rights Probe

Challenging the required Theology core as an infringement
on student liberties, the Student
invited Fr.
Tuesday, February 3, 1970 Rights Committee
William Leßoux, theology chairman, to "show cause why theology should not be optional."
Dr. John Toutonghi, who proposed the resolution inviting Fr.
Leßoux, called the 10-hour core
"the greatest travesty of student
A spectacular show of Afro- rights. If we cannot make a
American fashions highlighted statement (on it) Idon't know
the Black Student Union's home- who can."
coming activities at Norway
"THEOLOGY with Catholic
Center Saturday night.
"We're Young, Gifted and priests m a Catholic university
plays a unique role," he conBlack" was the theme carried
throughout the cabaret style tinued. "You can't disagree or
which
dance. A Black Homecoming play a game m a matterchange
Queen was to have been named, theoretically leads to a
but organizers decided at the of view."
Professor James McGuire, of
last minute to honor all women
S.U.s business school, dispresent instead.
"All black women are agreed. Holding that "students
queens," said basketballer Lou don't have to swallow it," he
thought the courses provided an
West.
opportunity
"to represent a view
meanwhile,
releaders,
BSU
leased a statement explaining you're opposed to they train
the organization's refusal of your mind."
Miss Agnes Reilly, Dean of
their ASSU budget allotment,
most of which was to have fi- Women, joined McGuire m voting against the final resolution.
nanced the dance.
She said that students must
(See Page 2 for text)
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abide by what they agreed to
when they came to S.U.
ESTABLISHMENT of a teacher critique system was also discussed. Bob Larcher and Irma
Hill were named to contact Dr.
William Guppy, director of the
Counseling and Testing Center,
and report at the next meeting
on the critique's feasibility.
A possible statement on com-

pulsory graduation attendance
was discussed but finally
dropped since committee members felt it wasn't a matter of
great concern.
The committee approved a
statement on financial aid stating that the aid package, whenever possible, should meet the
difference between cost and the
amount which the student and
his family can be expected to
pay.
Other than designated awards,
financial aid will be based
solely on financial need.
An off-campus freedoms resolution directs University officials to aid students accused of
violating the law to obtain legal
counsel. Institutional authority
should not duplicate the function of general laws.

New Press Freedoms?
Freedom of inquiry and expression may be guaranteed for
S.U.s student publications, if a
statement drafted last week by
a Student Rights subcommittee
becomes part of the University's
revised statutes.
The statement would guarantee "sufficient editorial freedom
and financial autonomy for the
student publications to maintain
their integrity of purpose."
Specifically,it would free pub-
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BSU HOMECOMING chairman DaVerne Bell models
African garb at last Saturday night's cabaret dance.
The crowd behind her watches this segment of the style
show through a photographic process of double exposure.
A large crowd packed the Norway Center.

lications from censorship and
advance approval of copy, protect editors from arbitrary or
political removal, and insure
against withholding of financial
allotments.

THE STATEMENT was prepared by a subcommittee of the
University Committee on Rights
and Freedoms of Students,
which is currently drafting a

own edimodel revision of the University be free to develop their
policies and news covertorial
statutes.
age."
"Student publications and the
The statement would also destudent press are valuable aids fjne
the relationshipbetween the
m establishing and maintaining Spectator
and the University as
reatmosphere
free
and
an
of
contractual.
sponsible discussion and of in"Funds allotted to The Spectellectual exploration on camStupus," reads the document's tator from the Associated
dents of Seattle University propreamble.
vide a paid subscription for un"In the delegation of editorial dergraduate students of the Uniresponsibility to students," the versity from fees collected by
statement continues, "the insti- the University," the document
tution must provide sufficient
editorial freedom and financial reads.
autonomy for the student pubEMPHASIZING the "corollary
lications to maintain their in- responsibilities" of student jourtegrity of purpose as vehicles of nalists to operate according to
free inquiry and free expres- the ideals of responsible journalism, the statement goes on to
sion."
urge student publications to be
"SPECIFICALLY," the doc- "especially concerned with the
ument says, "the student press avoidance of libel, indecency,
should be free of censorship and undocumented allegations, atadvance approval of copy, and tacks on personal integrity, and
(Continued on Page 3)
its editors and managers should

Experimental College Planned

BSU Statement on
Refusal to ASSU

by Kathy McCarthy
News Editor

Plans are underway for the
THE PROBLEMS weare talk- creation of an interdisciplinary,
(Editor's Note: Following is the ing about are those of the total experimental college at S.U.
complete text of the Black Student human condition, but more spe- which would complement the
Union's statement on its refusal cifically those of the black University's present academic
of an ASSU budget allotment man's human condition. His was structure.
which included additional funds
of the
for black homecoming activities. givenofto him because
THE NEW COLLEGE would
The statement was written and color his skin. His is perpetu- offer students a choice
"ansubmitted by Emile Wilson, for- ated because of the color of his
attaining a colother
means
of
mer BSU president.)
skin.
lege education" m addition to
We are humans, and being hu- the present
disciplinary structhings
that ture of history
We have to keep m mind at all mans there are some
majors, English
times that we are not fighting cannot be bought and sold for majors, etc. according to James
things
$1,025
$1,025,000.
or
Such
fightfor integration nor are we
Tallarico, head of the Honors
ing for separation. We are fight- as pride, honor, respect and Program and chairman of the
ing for recognition as human truth cannot be bought or sold. faculty-student planningcomThe ASSU, from what we mittee.
beings.
We are fighting for the right could see, was attempting to
In actual class work, fields of
to live m this society as free play economics within a moral study would be inter-related
humans. In fact, we are fighting framework. As was said two with several teachers being
for rights even greater than civil weeks ago m the article about present m a room to give a varights— we are fighting for hu- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., riety of viewpoints on the sub(Spectator, Jan. 15), white eco- ject under discussion.
man rights.
From Africa to America or nomics is first and all else secPlans for structure and curfrom the ghetto to S.U., the ond. But from our experience riculum of the new college are
without,
we can say
white man has changed the as being
still extremely fluid, Tallarico
name but not the fundamental there is still a part of humanity stressed, and interested stubought
is
not
and
recruiting
to be
purpose of his
of which
dents should contact him about
sold.
black people.
the possibilities of offering ideas
He has removed the shackles
FOR EXAMPLE, it didn't and "doing the legwork" of confrom our hands and feet but not
shock this author that the letter tacting faculty members and
from our minds. He has modi- to the editor "Parents" (Spec- others concerned.
fied the form of slavery once tator,
Jan. 22) was written. To
"THIS IS one of the few times
more.
me this is an example of the that student have an opportunity
going.
is
to help design their own curricuWE CRIED "Give me liberty way m which America
as black people don't wish lum," he said.
or giveme Death" but he simul- toWe
participate m such a system.
taneously mesmerized us with
One idea is the creation of an
We
as humans don't wish any- interdisciplinary core curricutaught
to
us
materialism and
one else to have to participate lum m the new college which
value just about everything m
a system against their will- would be open to any student m
above liberty.
a system such as cap- the University as a way of fulespecially
mind,
of
peace
We demand
italism
which
demands that filling his core requirements m
future,
concontrol of our own
be a sucker as a low-man.
trol of ourselves; and the sys- there
We turned down the $1,025 for
tem reacts with another more
human reason, not an ecoa
racist
covert form of the same
nomic
reason. Heaven knows we
system.
When attempts to bring rac- could use the money. For if m
Black Power is to beism to the eye of the general America
public are made the major issue come more than an illusion, it
Associated Women Students
if not begin with
(the humanity of mankind has must include
will sponsor another "Study
power.
been denied) is always over- economic
But we know power is the Buddy" program this quarter,
looked. The issue was not Homecontrol over the it was decided at their last meetpsychological
coming. The issue was not
the phys- ing.
money. The issue was not the mind and sometimes body.
Under the program,begun last
ical control over the
ball playerboycott.
So dig, we as black people year, parents may order a
of fruit, cookies
THE ISSUE was that we, as would like to have control over "Care" package
food,
would
like
and
other
to be delivered
men,
having
tired
of
We
to
black
are
ourselves.
our assigned role: "the black make our own decisions, not to the dorms during finals week.
Last year's Study Buddy profman's principal role and mean- have them made for us, because
its were donated to Fr. Vachon's
ing m western history has been you see, we're human too.
an economic tool." This is what
Aime Cesaire has called "the
reduction of the black man into
an object."
Students with incompletes ruaryfi.
Notice everyone today wants
from fall quarter must comRemoval cards with grades
to do something to or for the
work,
a
will
plete
obtain
renot be accepted from
class
people.
Hardly
black
ever does
students,
Regismoval
card
from
the
anyone say with the black peoIf cards are not filed with
trar, pay
removal fee at
ple.
Registrar before next Frioffice
and
the
the
Treasurer's
Such an over emphasis is
day, a grade of "E" will be
submit
removal
card
to
the
placed today on tokenism that
theinstructor by Friday, Feb- entered
the point has still been missed.
Every application now has a
slot were it says "Race" so as
to help black people get more
jobs.
They miss the point. They are
trying to solve a moral or ethical problem m terms of money.
werea dragIf every time someone filled out
an application and the question
of Race came up, imagine what
would happen if everyone put

—

a more integrated manner. This
would be one example of the
college as a complement to the
present University. The core
might be the first stage m the
new degree program.
In another direction, Tallarico
felt it might be easiest to build
on the present Honors program,
adding a third year m the near
future to the present two-year
program, and then following it
with a fourth.

THE THIRD and fourth years,
nucleus of the new college would
be open to interested non-Honors students. Tallarico emphasized that the Honors base is
only "one facet" of the proposal

and the new institution would

not be an "Honors college."
One advantage of building on
the present structure and starting a program m the near future would be ease m securing
funds. If S.U. had experience
and faculty and teaching methJamesTallarico
ods already operant, the path to
funding sources such as founda- ahead from the Academic Countions might be easier, Tallarico cil to discuss ideas for the new
suggested.
college but has no formal auIn this way,the college "would thority, according to Tallarico
become a resource and would
Some twenty students and
not take funds away from the twenty faculty members are curUniversity."
rently at work, including the
deans of the Schools of Arts and
THE COLLEGE is seen as a Sciences, Education, Engineerdegree-giving institution m the ing and Nursing.
University. Degrees might posThe idea for the new college
sibly be offered m such areas as first surfaced at the fall faculty
communications and twentieth conference when a special recentury problems.
port on experimental colleges
The present student-faculty was under discussion.
committee has received a goA meeting for interested students is scheduled tomorrow at
4 p.m. m the Bellarmine con9
ference room.

'Study Buddy Program

Planned for Finals Week

official notice

ass

John Blake thought safety belts

1

down "Human."
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Of Events
TODAY
Spanish Club: 7:30 p.m. meeting at Bellarmine.
Physics Club: Continuous
showing of short surf film m Dr.
Green's "Blue Box Theatre," located between Ba. 301 and 302.
Also highlights from John Sev-

■

Final tryouts for "The Hostage" by Brendan Behan
are scheduled today from 1-3
p.m. at the Teatro Inigo.

As all major roles require
solo singing, students should
come prepared with a song.
A pianoplayer is also needed
for the production.
For further informationcall
University ext. 235.

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
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MOTOR WORK
BRAKES
BODY and
FENDER REPAIR

EA 4-*O5O 1130 Broadway

"If Iwere asked to state the great objective which
Church and State are both demanding for the sake
of every man and woman andchild m this country,
Iwould say that that great objective is 'a more
Franklin D. Roosevelt
abundant life."
{
.
J
V

B
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erson's Plastic Carvers.
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Spurs: generalmeeting at 6: 15
p.m. m Ba. 501.
A Phi O's: meeting at 7 p.m.
m Ba. 502. Wear blazers. Exec,
board at 6:00.
Creative Writers: meeting at
7:30 p.m. m Xavier Hall lounge.

WEDNESDAY
Gamma Sigma Phi: 7:00 p.m.
meeting m Bell 232. Executive
Board, 8:00 p.m. m Bell. 232.
Wear uniforms.
What^s your excuse?
Accounting Club: 7:30 p.m.
Advertising conmbultd 'or the public«OQd
meeting Chieftain Conference
Wartell
from
SponsoringEd
Rm.
Arthur Young & Co., CPA's
/The Spectator/Tuesday, February 3, 1970
2

Final Tryouts

art fund. Jeannie Mallette, AWS
president, suggested that this
year's funds might go toward a
third floor chapel in the Liberal
Arts building or for better lighting on campus streets.
Any women students interested in working on the Spring
Tolo, Tolo week activities or
next fall's regional AWS convention should contact one of the
AWS officers.

v

-.

Roosevelt Dime

MONEY TALKS
its tone is persuasive with an NBofC special checking account. A great way to organize
your budget . . . have money
— when you need it.
Learn how convenient it is and how effective
—to have your own personal checking account!

©And
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NBC
BANK

NATIONAL

OF COMMERCE

Role
In
Urban
HRPI
Plays
Governor
At P.E. Center
CONTRACTS for the Institute's services are either
or the Institute reIn the area of urban problems, awarded
sponds
to
a
call for bids to hanaction
and
concern.
spells
HRPI
program.
particular
dle
a
Director Ted Lane, Greg CulLane explained the success of
lins, and Ron Bodley make up
the Institute m handling such
the staff of the Human Re- programs:
"We have fairly inInstitute,
Planning
sources
novative
ideas
and approaches
housed m the same building with
we are
the S.U.s Institute for Urban to urban problemsisand
a substanfinding that there
by Don Nelson
Asst. News Editor

Affairs.

THE INSTITUTE is a private,
non-profit corporation whose
"product" is the more efficient
use of human abilities. This
service is provided m the form
of consultation and design of
special programs, evaluation of
and technical assistance for already existing programs, and
research into manpower programs.
The Institute's operation has
been statewide m scope m its
two-and-one-half years of existence. In the past, the institute has designed the federally
funded Seattle Concentrated
Employment Program, assisted
extensively m the Seattle-King
County Economic Opportunity
Program, conducted the Model
Cities Program household survey, and assisted federal agencies m providing more minority
employment opportunities m the

—

photoby bob kegel

Seattle area.
The Institute also has assisted
the Seattle New Careers Program, consulted for the Thurston County Regional Planning
Council, and helped m the development of occupational training programs on the junior col-

WASHINGTON STATE Governor Dan Evans relaxed m lege level.
The Institute's strong point is
S.U.s Connolly P.E. Center yesterday afternooi? with a the research and design of pubspirited game of pickleball. The Governor, shown here lic programsto provide the most
m gym suit, took time from his Olympia schedule to visit productive operation of such
programs.
the campus.

news
Frosh

help

briefs

mid-east debate

classroom facilities at the P.E.
Center. Tutoring will be on an
individual basis with time arranged to the volunteer's sched-

S.U.s International Club is
sponsoring a debatebetween the
Arab Student Association and ule.
A meeting for volunteers will
the Israeli Student Association
of the University of Washington. be held at 4 p.m. Thursday m
The debate will be at Pigott Au- room 154A at the P.E. Center.
Chairman,
General
Financial ditorium during Thursday's free
Information can also be obChairman, and Secretarial Chair- hour.
tained
from Sue Black m BelProposition to be discussed is larmine Hall or Roy Achmoody
man.
The committee is responsible "The Middle East Crisis: Its at EA 2-9779.
Its Solution."
for working with the University Origin andCashman,
chairman of
Dr. Ben
to provide for the incoming stuFreshmen interested m working on next Fall Quarter's Freshman Orientation should contact
Doug McKnight m the ASSU
offices.
Positions to be filled include:

dents' academic orientation to
Freshman programs. They are
also responsible for the incom-

the politicalscience department,
will moderate.

assu filing

The S.U. Boys Club needs volunteers to begin a tutoring program for elementary school children.
Students will tutor both boys
and girls on weekdays m the

ing

;

boys club

students' social orientation.

Filing for 1970-71 ASSU positions will be open tomorrow,
Thursday, and Friday from 2-4
p.m. m the ASSU office.
Those filing must present an
unofficial transcript and have a
gpa of 2.25. Candidates for president must be seniors next year
but other offices are open to all
present students.
Anyone interested m applying
for the post of Election Board
Coordinator should contact Doug
McKnight m the ASSU office.
Primaries are set for Feb. 12
with final elections on Feb. 17.

permanence
Notice to club presidents: If
your club has a permanent notice for the Spectrum posted on
the third floor of the Spectator
Building, please check to see if
it is still there. Several permanent notices were accidentally
thrown away. Sorry!

Parking Lot Opens
The University has otained
thirty additional parking
spaces on Twelfth Aye. between East Columbia and
East Marion. Students can
apply for a permit m the
Plant and General Services

Office, Rm. 125 of the Bookstore. The fee for this parking

lot Is $5. per month.

classified ads

tial interest m the ideas we are

proposing."

"URBAN PROBLEMS are
"and
they have to be addressed. We

critical," Lane continued,

want to become more directly,
personally involved with these

problems."

The Institute had its inception
when its three founders realized
that their interests diverged
from the "standard, traditional
fee consultant work," as Lane
called it.
"We wanted to concentrate on
urban social problems," he said.
Lane added that he expects
the Institute's involvement m
urban involvement to increase,
although he foresees no expan-

—photo by bob kegel

Ted Lane
sity of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.

CULLINS, a public administration graduate, was city manager of Medina, Washington,
and has wide experience m municipal programs administration.
sion of the staff.
Bodley has a B.A. m philosoThe Institute has recently beand, according to Lane, has
phy
jointly
with
the
come
involved
direct
S.U. Institute for Urban Affairs had the most extensive
prom at least two programs, and experience m manpower
three.
operations
of
the
gram
are
invesorganizations
the two
tigating several areas where
The type of success the Instithey might be able to work to- tute has had m its relatively
gether.
short existence is demonstrated
by the results of last summer's
pointed
out the advan- Model Cities household survey,
LANE
tage of joining "our practical which the Institute was conexperiencewith the professional tracted to design.
ability of the Seattle U. staff"
m addressing new problems.
THE INSTITUTE used minor"Thereis a large common area ity high
school students from
of interest for the two organizaCentral Area as interviewers
the
tions," Lane said.
for
house-to-house survey.
The Institute's staff presents The the
interviewers were given a
a varied and impressive backweek of training and were closeground.
ly
monitored throughout the opLane, who has a masters deeration.
gree m economics, was former"We found it worked very
ly executive vice president of a
consulting firm, and also has well," Lane said. "The students
taught economics at the Univer- were very efficient."

Jobs Available to Upperclassmen
In State Summer Intern Program

Washington State has an- $586 per month. Jobs are located
nounced that a Summer Intern throughout the state. Candidates
disciplines are eligible
Program will again be run this from all
apply.
to
year. Open to juniors, seniors,
Application blanks and inforand graduate students, the jobs mational booklets are available
offer students work experience m the Student Placement Office,
related to their academic stud- Bookstore 110.
ies.
Deadlinefor filing applications
Salaries vary from $482 to is March 6.

Classified ad rates have been

lowered from 10 cents to 6 cents
per word for the Spectator. A
word with 10 or more letters is
charged as 2 words. Phone numbers and addresses are usually
2 words.
Want ads run twice m a row
will be run a third time free.

by Phil Frank

FRANKLYSPEAKING

Statute Would Insure
Free Student Press
(Continued from Page 1)

the techniques of harrassment
and innuendo."
The statement cautions, however, "only for serious violations
of the above stated principles,
or for demonstratedprofessional
incompetence," should editors
be subject to removal, and then
only m accordance with due
process.
The statement on student publications was based on a similar
section m the Joint Statement
of Rights and Freedoms of Students, a model document prepared by several national student and professional associations.
MEMBERS of the draftingsubcommittee include Mr. John
Talevich, head chairman of the
journalism department,Mr.
Robert Harmon, of the history
department, Patty Hollinger and
Kerry Webster of The Spectator, Corrine Matkin, student-atlarge,

Paula Laschober, student

member of the Publications
Board, and several alumni mem-

bers of the working press, including Sharon Ferguson, chairman of the Alumni Publications
Committee.
If accepted by the Student
Rights Committee for inclusion
m their suggested statutes, the
statement stands a good chance,
its makers say, of becoming a
law of the University.

RA Applications

Dona MacDonald, Assistant

Deanof Women, has announced that applications are now
available for men and women
interested m being Resident
Assistants during the 1970-71
school year.
Applications may be obtained m the Offices of the Dean
of Students and Dean of Women or at the main desk m
Bellarmine Hall. They should
be returned by Feb. 11.
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SEDITORIALS

by Phil frank

FRANKLY SPEAKING

Spectator

illiberals

FEATURES
H Editorials exclusively

Dear Mr. Yerxa:
Your letter to The Spectator the
other day re my giving aij invocation before a speech by Mr. Robert Welch on January 19 confirms
the sad suspicion held by an increasing number of our fellow-

the opinions of The
Spectator. Views expressed m columns are the opinions
of the columnist and do not necessarily represent the
represent

opinions of The Spectator.

Editorial

citizens: that doctrinnaire liberals
can too often be the most illiberal
of people. It is bad enough to dismiss without a hearing a group
that at least offers to dialogue
(honestly now, just what do you
really know about the John Birch
Society?). It is worse to condemn
that group for the exerciseof their
constitutional rights of free speech
and peaceful assembly.
As for the implications df this incident for Seattle U., Iam frankly surprised that an avowed liberal is now demanding of a university something so "sectarian" as a
comporate commitment. Well, it's
heartening to see that some students are beginning to recognize
the responsibility that academicians have to their country. But
you must be careful. All you have
to do now is find the right commitment, or you may end up becoming a member of the John
Birch Society before Ido!
Robert I. Bradley, S.J.

The actions taken at last Thusday's Senate meeting,
provide
popular election of the Homecoming queen,
to
are at least a step m the right direction if Homecoming
is to be saved from becoming an annual, money losing
anachronism.
The difficulties and frustrations of Homecoming 1970
showed that S.U. is at least on the edge of the national
tide running against traditional college activities associated with or as Homecoming.
THE DAYS of goldfish swallowing are over. This annual atrocity, indulged m without publicity or fanfare
this year, belongs m the 1920's with the other inherited
activities and definitely not at a Christian institution
which is supposedly academic.
The basic concept of Homecoming,namely a "coming
home" for alumni, has been forgotten m the rounds and
conflicts of student parties, dances and ball games.
STUDENTS are not the only ones concerned who
would like to see Homecoming mature from its dinner,
drink and dance stages. One alum suggested that alums
be invited back to discuss and exDlore new developments
within their fields of studies and practice.
S.U. is facing many problems presently, problems
which didn't exist 20 years ago. Why not let the alums
come home and see S.U. as a Jiving institution instead of
a memory?
We hope next year's Homecoming committee will begin to re-evaluate and revise "Homecoming" as soon as
they are appointed. Their recommendations should then
be put to the student body for a vote of rejection, approval, or revision.
Let's hope this year's "Dawn of a New Era" truly

meant the end of the old.

SoundingBoard:

<?youNfl

youth. In our country this judgment is daily being made, and
have read some- the effect is a continuation of a
At last I
war by those who would eradithing that gave the right cate
the Communist form of govnote for the thoughts which ernment."

have been tossing about m
Aristotle defines virtue as an
my head for many weeks. action that involves choice, this
In the "Ethics" of Aristotle, choice being a deliberate striv-

the description of

a "great ing for something within our
power. This is exactly what our
youth want very much to do.

souled man" and the qualities
by which he is identified struck
a chord and suddenly the ideas
werea piece, a composition with
melody and harmony.
These ideas have been a part
of me for many years before my

They want to have a choice m
the decisions that determine
their existence. They are alreadymaking moral judgments.
Their revered parents know
introduction to the ancient the gap, as it is called, that sepGreek philosophers. The pleas- arates them from their children.
ing thing is to find m their works This gap has become an abyss
thoughts that are pertinent to due to the pompous attitude of
older people who say that practoday's problems.
tical experienceis the only basis
ARISTOTLE speaks of politics for moral judgments.
as something concerning virtue
and justice, and says that young
BUT THESE are not children.
people are not suited to make They are old enough, according
moral judgments on such things to the laws of their parents, to
because they are emotional and bear arms and die for their
country. Tell me please, what
lack practical experience.
nation
sends children to defend
great
brings
This
a
rush of
the greatest power m
words like "phooey" to my it? Does
tongue. Today our youth is chal- the worldadmitit sends children
lenged daily to follow the nar- to its defense? Does this defense
elevate them to a position
row attitudes of the teacher, not
mommy or daddy, or to open thoughtful enough to make judgtheir minds to the Pandora's box ments of value?
Throughout the works of Plato
of everyday reality adults try to
are found his ideas of the ideal
shield them from.
This is one of the problems the leaders of a government, philosmovement is involved m: let opher kings. Xenophon tells of
that youth, that eighteen-year- a young man, Glauco, who is
old boy, make a decision as to filled with ambition to be a
whether he wishes to fight, kill, leader.
perhaps die for politics.
Our young men are not filled
with ambition to run the govTHE MOVEMENT Ispeak of ernment. They are concerned
concerns people who are horri- with only a few basic problems.
fied with the growing national- First and foremost, how to stay
istic spirit that fi'ls the country alive! Their second consideraof the United States. I am tion is the injustice which alamazed that so many intelligent lows people to suffer from malpeople dare to say that the state, nutrition, disease and social ills
m justice, has the right to sacri- while a great majority live m
fice the rights and lives of our middle-class comfort.
The Spectator/Tuesday, February 3, 1970
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official notice

The last day to withdraw

from classes with a grade of
"W" is next Friday, Feb. 13.
Approved withdrawal cards
and the $1 fee must be filed at
the Registrar's office by 4:30
p.m.
Cards or fees are not accepted after this date. A
grade of "EW," which is recorded as an "E," will be
given students who do not officially withdraw.

New Transit Terminal
May Rise Near S.U.

Passage of the Forward
Thrust rapid transit bond issue
May 19 will mean greatly improved transit service to S.U.
A major rapid transit station
will be built on Broadway between Madison and Union Strs.
Development of the regional
rail electric train system will
mean a much-reduced parking
crush at S.U., according to Forward Thrust.
The rapid transit proposal to
be presented to the voters for
four major rail rapid transit
routes. S.U. will be located on
theNortheast line.

will find less congestion, Thrust
spokesmenpoint out.
The downtown portion of the
rail line will be under Third
Avenue, with four major stations planned m this important
activity center. The Northeast
line curves through the Regrade
Area, with a station at Lenora
andWestlake.

PROCEEDING east, the transsit line crosses over the freeway
and tunnels into Capitol Hill,
with a station at S.U. (Broadway
andMadison Sts.).
East from S.U., the line proceeds under Union street m subSOCRATES said that by his
at 23rd and
OTHER lines will operate way, with a station
actions, he was continually dem23rd, the line
onstrating to the world his ideas northwest to Ba11ar d, south Union. East of
to the north with a staconcerning justice. He said that through the Duwamish industrial curves
tion at 26th and Madison Sts.
Renton,
to
and
east
across
area
meant
to
men know laws were
North of this point, the route
be obeyed, to obey is just and to Lake Washington to Bellevue.
skirts the west side of the Ardisobey laws is unjust.
Rapid transit trains will oper- boretum,
but will not be m the
speeds
of 75 miles Arboretum.
Socrates stated that his trial ate at top
was a mockery of men. He said per hour, and will offer convento
FORWARD THRUST is prothat they would someday look ient and economical services
posing a bond issue of $435 milback and rue the day they con- all parts of the Seattle region.
spokesmen
Forward Thrust
lion to begin work on the exvicted him of subversion.
say this will mean greatly re- panded
transit system, which
Our young men do not go duced auto traffic, especially
along like Socrates and say, during peak periods. Those who will also absorb Seattle Transit
"you will De sorry," but "how must continue to use their cars and MetropolitanTransit lines.

Philosophy Favors Free Choice
"THE GREAT ABYSS"
By Marie

Letters
To the Editor

dare you."

SOCRATES was content to
show men's ignorance by his
methodof cross examination. He
said "they (the youth) like to
hear the cross examination of
the pretenders to wisdom; there
is amusement m it." Our young
men are not amused. They cross
examine the judgments made by
their leaders and are horrified
to find the disparity between
practice and ideals.
Plato and Aristotle were concerned with ethics, moral judgments. Our youth are, too. They

have no

t^^

DO YOU remember the fairy
tale of the emperor who wore no

clothes? Only a youth dared admit he did not have the wisdom
to see the illusion. He alone saw
the truth.

I
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great solutions, yet

dare to defy a government that
suggests, nay, commands that
they do evil. Socrates said that
"the difficulty, my friends, is
not to avoid death, but to avoid
unrighteousness."
The problem now is not one
old man, Socrates, versus a city
state. The problem concerns the
only
peace of the whole world. I
ask that the "philosopherkings"
—
m power do one thing admit
their ignorance, their faults, be
patient and listen.
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Vietnam Provides Plot

A soldier's thoughts, as he lays
dying on a Vietnamese battle-

Better Understanding
Key to Lasting Peace
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., as-

the flashback sociate professor political sciof
scenes m the Seattle Repertory ence, is presently chairmanWar
Seattle's
World
Without
production
Off-Center
Theatre's
Council.
of "Summertree".
Fr. Costello, an eight-year vet"Summertree," written by 23-year-old Ron Cowen, reveals in- eran of the WWWC, is also vicesights into "the American way chairman of the national board
of life, its ideals, and where they of directors.
"Our long-range aim is to edcan lead."
Clayton Corzatee, director of ucate people to the alternatives
"We are doing
the Rep's production says: of war," he said.that,
ultimately,
hope
this
m
the
"Each day there are insistent
reminders of the relevance of the citizenry will assume refor our foreign pol'Summertree' as we hear the sponsibility
and
icy,
not
from
figures
casualty
latest
— and suddenly we politicalhands.leave it m solely
Vietnam
"Once people understand the
realize that those figures are
human beings, each with his reasons for conflict they can
own 'Summertree' somewhere." propose logical alternatives to
war," Fr. Costello explained.
photo by donconrard
Students have been offered a
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J.
special price of $2 for reserved "After all, there is more to
peace than just the absence of
seats at any performanceof this
on such topics as land reform m
war."
play.
understanding, Vietnam, for presentations beTo
this
achieve
It runs through Feb. 15. The WWWC organizes discussions, fore church and school groups.
Off-Center Theatre is located at
709-lst Aye. West m Seattle.
field, provide

—

Review:

Movie Mocks Modern Morals

fP
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Send your
Valentine Message

confidence with Dirk Niewoeh"f|y^"SV^R
ner m "Summertree." The play, written by Ron Cowen ■jT
~*j'
and directed by Clayton Corzatte, is showing at the Se- mt ~^Ym
attle Repertory Off Center Theater through Feb. 15.

JOHN CLARK, left, shares

Through Spec

Want Ads
EA 3-9400, Ext. 596

Some office jobs
are more interesting
than others.
In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a

clipper ship.

%

.

Today... the clippers are gone..
but the supersonicsare here. And
swashbuckling executives still get

'Hh^
■ j^ theircha
l^_ That's maybe a million bucks
worth of plane. And when
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)Sußfiß&l
81. you fly il the res
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or roll at 1 ,400+ mph, try for Officer Training
School after you graduate from college. Also, remember thenice idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot,
captain of all you command, getting to visit foreign
Ports ke the cl|PPer caP tain of y° re'
An Air Force officer's life is a great life!
Why just be skipper of a desk?

"

I

..i

ity's all yours.
If you'd like to mull
that over every
time you bank
■>■'■"*;'"?"
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. sen 7?
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

mtf»mi

CITY

STATE
I UNDERSTAND THERE
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IS NOOBLIGATION.

umited states air force
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by CharlesKirchner
"Bob and Carol and Ted and
Alice" has been called the
"year's best comedy" by one
magazine. If it is indeed a comedy, it falls short of the mark.
However, as a satire on modern morality it strikes dead
center.
The movieis about a married
couple named Bob and Carol
who attended a sensitivity session m the California Hills, patterned after the Esalen Institute
m the Big Sur.

THE COUPLE, played by Robert Culp and Natalie Wood, overreact to their new found
moral freedom. They try to convince their friends, Ted and
Alice, that liberation from old
moral traditions is the only way
to go.
Ted and Alice, played by Elliot Gould and Dyan Cannon, are
not sure what to think at first.
What happens from then on
makes for interesting, some-

times funny and, m the end,
meaningful entertainment.

THOUGH some of the acting
was overdone, all four leads

were played well. Dyan Cannon
received the New York Film

Critic's Best Actress Award for
her part.
Those who have enjoyed movies with social significance, such
as "Easy Rider" and "Medium
Cool," will also enjoy this movie.
It is now playing at the United
Artist's Cinema 150 at 6th Aye.
and Blanchard downtown.

Federal Jobs,
Careers Open

Agency representatives of
various departments of the
Federal government will be
on campus Feb. 10 to explain
job opportunities.
Tables will be set up m the
Chieftain Lounge for students
to drop m on an informal
basis and learn about local
and national job vacancies.
Undergraduates, as well as
graduating seniors, are urged
to explore some of the 200 career occupations available m
government service.

Graduating women seniors
disciplines have been
urged to check into career
possibilities, since the federal
government is one of the major employers of women.

m all

Because NATO is here
today-we can build
a better tomorrow.
For information write
The Atlantic Council.1616 H St. N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20006.

FACTORY SALE

I

ATTENTION MEN and WOMEN:
Well known Seattle Manufacturer of Men's Wear will
hold its annual sale of Salesman's Samples and discontinued styles. Included are men's SUEDE and LEATHER
COATS, SKI PARKAS, OUTERWEAR SWEATERS and
KNIT SHIRTS.

Savings up to

70

/O

Come direct to the factory;
2013 " 4th Avenue ( 3rd Floor)
Monday through Friday

Hours 9:30 a.m.to 4:30 p.m.
OPEN SATURDAY, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday, February 3, 1970/ The Spectator/
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La Cour Explains Use
of Center Facilities
*'We have at least twenty offcampus organizations making
us« of the Physical Education
Complex," said Jim La Cour,

"THERE IS also a Youth
Fund to sponsor the children
who want to join, but who cannot pay for any costs involved
S.U. Coordinator for Youth ac- m the program." Jim said.
tivities, m a recent interview.
Some of the other groups to
Jim mentioned several of the use the P.E. Complex are the
groups which include: the Fili- Seattle Park Dept., the Poverty
Program, Red Cross and S.U.s
sophomore women's organization, the Spurs, who work with
blind children.
"We encourage the people of
the central area to make use of
the center." Jim said, "as tins
type of facility has een needed
by the area for a long tim,e.
"THE TOTAL number of peo-

ple who have used the facility
for these types of activities is
something like 6746," La Cour

added, "and we

—

invite more."

photo by mike penney

JIM LoCOUR

pino Youth Activities Program,
the S.U. Boys Club. Caritas, and

the Girl's Club.

"WE HAVE also donated the
center's facilities for numerous
special activities." La Cour said,
"and they have been quite suc-

cessful.
"For example,when the ski-op
was held here last quarter, we
had 5798 people visit this section
of our campus to see the displays."
Starting this quarter, Immaculate High School will use the
center's facilities for their Phys-

ical Education classes from 8
until 10 m the mornings. The
offer was made to ODea High
School also.
"We are trying to get maximum use out of the complex,"
Jim said, concurring with Dr.
Tom Page, Dean of Physical

Education.

All Varsity Golf candidates
will meet on Monday, Feb. 9,
at 3:30 m the AstroTurf Room
of the Physical Education
Center.
Failure to attend means
loss of opportunity to qualify
for team unless individually
excused.

Chiefs Take Buffaloes;
Beat Bobcats On Road
by Art Reis

Sports

Editor

Still looking for a

post

season

tournament ferth, a good possibility at this stage, the Chieftains regained winning form and
racked up two important triumphs over the weekend.
Last night, S.U. overcame extremely cold shooting to score
their second conquest of the
MSU Bobcats this season, 67-61.
Two evenings prior, the Chiefs
out-waited the West Texas State
Buffaloes. 81-74. to begin their
surge towards the playoffs.
IN BOZEMAN, Montana last
night. S.U. notched victory number twelve with some very fine
come-from-behind play.
Neither team was consistent
from the field m the first half,
as Montana State stole to a 33-25
intermission bulge behind some
some superb shooting by junior
Bill Brickhouse. The 6-2 guard
canned five of eight from the
field and five of eight again from
the free throw line for 15 points
m just 20 minutes. S.U.s top
gun In the first session was Sam
Pierce with seven points.
After the break, MSU came
out shooting, again with Brickhouse doing most of the damage.
With only lfi minutes remaining,
the Bobcats had doubled their
halftime lead. 43-27.
Then S.U. started to catch up.
In a span of three minutes, the
Chiefs outscored MSU 9-2 to
close the gap at 45-36. With 10
minutes left, it was MSU 51-45;
two minutes later, Gardner hit
a pair of free throws after a
Little basket and the score read
r.M9.
WILLIE BLUE, who was
tough off the backboards all
night, moved S.U. to one point
back with a free throw at the
seven minute mark.
West hit a free throw to tie it
51 all, and S.U. appeared to be
on their way. At this juncture,
the Chieftains had numerous
chances to go out m front (four)
but couldn't do it.
Don Luce gave MSU the lead

—

photo by mike penney

GARY LADD, Chieftain guard, scores an easy two m recent S.U.-West Texas State contest at Coliseum. Unable
to stop Ladd is Buffaloes' Ron Howie.
again with two free throws off
a Gary Ladd foul, but Edwards'
field goal tied it again with 5:45
left. 53-53.
Howard's tip-in of his own
shot put the Cats back m front,
and Little promptly evened the
affair with a ten footer.
MSU brought the ball downcourt—Edwards stole the ball,
passed to Little, and took a pass
from Tommy for an easy lay-in
at four and a half minutes to
play.
LITTLE hit two free throws to
give S.U. its biggest lead of the
night. 59-55, thirty seconds later.
S.U. went into a stall at this
point, and iced the decision with
charity tosses by Edwards, Lit-

tie and Blue.
In a span of 15 minutes, S.U.
had 'outpointed' MSU 24-14.
Seattle (67) MontanaSt. (61)
7 Luce
West
3
Pierce
7 Tillman
14
Gardner
5 Howard
9
Little
20 Fullerton
4
_
Edwards
10 Brickhouse 25
_..12
_.
Giles
Lewis
4
Blue
3
.1 Taylor

_

Total

67 Total

Malftmie: S.U. 25. MSU 33.

SATURDAY NIGHT, the Chiefs
took advantage of a sluggish
West Texas State team to earn
home victory number seven,
after dropping two straight at
theColiseum.

YOU'RE HERE
TO GET AN

EDUCATION.
PERIOD.
With a full academic load, and maybe a job on the side,
you need all the time you can find to get what you came for
a college education.
Marine Corps officer programs don't require on-campus
training. Students enrolled m Platoon Leaders Class receive
their training m the summer, either m two 6-week sessions
or one 10-week session. And you can enroll m PLC as early
as your freshman year, concentrate on your studies and look
forward to serving as an officer of Marines after college
graduation.
Ask a Marine. Talk to theMarine a |
'l
officer who visits your campus. He
has all the facts on Marine air and
'Q:* #
ground officer training, and he'll be
|*||||k
ItItIIlllVhappy to answer all your questions.

...

JOIN TODAYI SI.00per membershiptotal cost, nodues. Members poy approximately
10c obove wholesale cost of records ond tapes (this charge is to cover advertising,
postage, bookkeeping charges, etc.) The lorger the membership, the qreafer the
record volume, hence the Tower our cost will be 0O IT TODAY! SEND SI 00
or STOP IN AT
CapitolHill

GREAT GREEN SOCIETY
720Ea»t Pike

EA 3-2321

open every night at 6:00

accept my application for membership m rhe Record Co-op. Iunderstand
that Icon purchase oil your records ond topes slightly over the wholesale cost
withno other requirements on my port.
Pteose do notsendcoth.Makecheck payableto: Record Co-op c/« Great Graen Society
720 faitPike. Seoul., Wn. 9§lM

Please

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

6

STATE
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Greg Williams Sets Pace
in S.U. Papoose Season
by PeteMe Laughlln
The Frosh have compiled a

record of seven wins, four losses
and one tie, that oddity coming
agamst the Puget Sound J.V.'s.
l.fiiiling Frosh scorer has been
fi-7 Greg Williams. Williams, who
tips the scales at 205 pounds, has
averaged 21.5 points per game
and helped center Ken Barstow
with most of the board work.
WILLIAMS, a business major,
hails from Detroit, Michigan,
where he made honorable mention All-American m high school.
Greg is the nephew of ex-Chieflain great Eddie Miles, who
played for S.U. back m the early

19605.
I asked Greg why he chose to
play for S.U.
"Well," said Greg, "I got offers from Michigan. Michigan
State and Ohio State, but Eddie
(Miles) told me (hat Seattle
would probably be best for me
"Also, Seattle played the type
of ball Iliked: fast breaks and
stress on ball control. Ithink I
made the right choice, I really

like it here m Seattle."
I then asked Williams what
problems he had encountered m
the transistion from high school
ball to college ball.
"The biggest problem for me
has been the shift from center
to forward," he said. "I used to
play the 'high post' m high
school and now Ifind myself
doing more dribbling and snoot-

ON PAPER the American Conference will probably have better pass receivers, superior
backs, and greater offensive
line play. One area m which the
National Conference will have
a slight overall advantage will

—

photo by mike pennev
"I'll have to work on my deGREG WILLIAMS
fense and ball handling also, if
Iwant to play varsity ball next
year. Winning isn't that import- to do a good job next year," rather well.
But whatever the case maybe
tant, the coach just wants to Greg added.
be, Greg Williams will most
make sure that we get the fundaHOPEFULLY next year Lenzy surely play an important role
mentals down and are prepared
Stuart will be back m operation m the fortunes of the 1970-71
and the Chieftains should fare varsity team.

-

Eddie Miles Traded To Baltimore
In Pistons Bullets NBA Shuffle

Eddie Miles, ex-S.U. great, Ed Coil, Pistons' General Manwas traded by the Detroit ager.
Pistons yesterday to the Baltimore Bullets after several sucCOIL said that Detroit stands
cessful years with the Motor a good chance of losing Quick
m the draft, too, but they'll still
City club.
have the high draft selection.
MILES, S.U.s "Golden Arm/ 1
Miles was less than elated

■

It's hard
to feel secure
under 30
and other
tragedies of
college life.

Getting hip to the
reality that you're not going

to be m

school forever
can be a bad experience.
That's why it pays to plan
for the future now. Invest
m a life insurance program
that can provide the
foundation for a solid
financial structure.
Provident Mutual has a
program carefully designed
for college students. The
earlier you start, the less
it costs. And the more
security you'll have a
chance to build.
So stopby our office
today.Or giveus a call.
And if you end up talking
to an over 30, don't be
surprised when he
empathizes.Mainly because
he had to get hip to the

was sent to the Bullets m ex- over the trade, but not really
change for second year guard surprised about it.
"I've been waiting three years
Bob Quick and a second round
draft choice. Besides Miles. Bal- expecting it to happen," Eddie
timore received a fourth round said.
pick from the Pistons.
"I'm sorry that it didn't hap"I'm sure that if it wasn't for pen three years ago when I was
the expansion, there would have much younger," Miles conbeen no deal for Miles," said cluded

Send a Loveßundle
for ValentinesWeek.
Why squeeze a lotof Love into just
one day?
Order a Loveßundle to arrive early.
It'sa unique arrangement designed
to stretch Valentine's Day into a week.
Because the flowers willlast.
A special Valentine. Only at FTD
florists. At a special price.
Usually available at

«♥

less than

$17

IX-.-/W

which was built about the same
time as the Children's Crusades.
However the president of Harvard says "NO" because he is
afraid that corruption will occur
if the professionals and the college players share the same
locker room.

be at quarterback.
Experience is the key, and
most of the quarterbacks m the

AN AUTHORITY close to the
situation recently said that the
major factor was not corruption
but it was the tremendous possibility of athlete's foot disease.
Anyway the rumor is they will
move here next season If the
leader of Harvard cannot be
"Dames DecathaJon" will be persuaded to come out of the
held this Friday, February 7, dark ages.
from 1-4 p.m. m the P.E. complex. This women-only event is
There will be an imopen to any who wish to participate.
portant meeting for all
baseball team members
SPONSORED by the AWS, the
event will consist of three hours
at 2 p.m. Friday m the
of games and exercise. Team
AstroTurf Room of the
and individual participation will
P.E. Complex.
be m competitive races, basketCoach Ed O'Brien said
ball games and the women'sonlyswim.
it is mandatory that all
If you have a team or wish to
baseball players bring
participate individually, turn In
their winter quarter class
your name at the AWS office no
schedules to the meeting.
later than Thursday, February
5. by 4 p.m.

Decathalon
Set
For Center Friday

"A" BASKETBALL

TODAY:

I.X.'s vs. The Thing
Castaways vs. Forum
Acena vs. Poi Pounders
Nads vs. Clubhouse 432

3:15 p.m.

3:15 p.m.
4: 15 p.m.
4: 15 p.m.

HANDBALL

WEDNESDAY:
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.
THURSDAY
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.

RatHole vs.Sixth Floor
Soul Hustlers vs Northeys
Nads vs. A Phi 0
Sixth Floor vs. STS
Cellar vs. Rat Hole
I.K.'S vs. Forum

U & I Optical
Serving the students and faculty at

Seattle Univ. to guard precious vision
against headaches and blurriness.
EYES EXAMINED

same reality.

Bob Hamilton
MA 2-1086

CONTACTLENSES

LENSES AND FRAMES

PROVIDENT
MMIUAI
MB
LIFE
OF PHIL AOILPHI

INIUNANCI COMPANY

by Hubie Jones
older league are above thirty,
Next football season will fea- while at the same time several
ture a distinct change m the ma- m the American Conference are
jor professional ranks, previous- only m their mid-twenties. Howly known as the National Foot- ever, the imaginative offenses of
ball League and the American the American Conference could
possibly negate what advantage
Foolball League.
to National Conference has here.
past
year
were
16
This
there
teams m the NFL and only 10 The last Super Bowl is an exm the AFL. The difference will cellent example.
be that Baltimore, Cleveland,
The same problem of inexand Pittsburgh will move to the perience occurs m many of the
AFL, which will be called the defensive backfields of the
American Conference of the Na- American Conference, where
tional Football League.
mere youngsters occupy strong
The old NFL will be renamed and weak safety. However, they
the National Conference. Thus will improve with age and will
there will no longer exist a Su- soon be on the same level as
per Bowl, just an old fashioned the men m the National ConferInterleague championship.
ence.
tf one were to make a blunt
WHICH league will be strong- comparison of the two leagues
er?
it would be this: The National
With all apologies to Roman Conference has several old playGabriel and the obviously over- ers and will be experiencing a
rated Los Angeles Ram, Ithink changeover within a year or
the AFL (oops) the American two, while the American ConConference will be tougher.
ferencehas alreadygone through
The addition of Cleveland and this period of turnover, and are
Baltimore NFL powerhouses, now molding several fine teams.
has to enhance the American Basically the National ConferConference, while the Pittsburgh ence is going down and the
franchise will tear it down some- American Conference Is moving
what. But being sound math up.
students, we can all see there
Of local concern is the fate
are two plusses and only one of the Boston Patriots who have
minus. One wonders how that no place to frolic next season.
peer of all passers, Johnny Uni- Their old playpen is too small
tas of the Colts, will fare against and their only hope Is the use
the weaker secondaries of the of antiquated Harvard Stadium

American Conference.

ing at the forward spot."

—

Super Bowl: NoMore

A

"As an independentbusinessman, each FTO Member florist sets his
own prices.

U. 41. OPTICAL

616'/? Broadway
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Power Shift...

Travelers Aid Ready

Student travelers, often among
the most impoverished citizens
riding the nations planes, buses
and trains, may often see a Travelers' Aid booth at a depot or
airport, but few have any idea
of what actually happens there
or what services are offered.
In one city, a Travelers' Aid
project to help alienated young
people has produced a two-year
study of 800 youths who sought
the society's services.
All its services are free. TA
is supported by contributions
from United Funds and Community Chests. Major offices include a number of staff volunteers as well as a corps of trained expert professional specialists.
Approximately one million
people a year come for help to
the 81 member agencies of the
Travelers Aid Association of
America. All are on the go and

m trouble.

Some have short-term prob-

lems. These include the lack of

overnight shelter, money required m cases of loss or robbery,
the necessity of contacting relatives m distant locations and the
needs of newcomers, foreigners
and the elderly.

—photo by ned buchman

NEW A PHI O OFFICERS are, from left, clockwise: Don
Nelson, corresponding secretary; Ed Robinson, recording
secretary; Mike Hollinger,publicity director;Mike Lyons,
first vice-president; Jay Buchanan, alumni director; Tony
Lupo, social director; Jim Benoit, sergeant-at-arms; Jim
Pankiewicz,historian;Rich Gaspar, second vice-president;
and Joe Zavaglia, president.

On Campus

Bomb scares have brought
Seattle police to the S.U. campus
twice m the past four days.
A large fireworks piece set
off early Friday morning m
Campion Tower and an unexplained explosion near campus
Sunday night prompted the police investigations.
The fireworks were exploded,
apparently as a prank, about
3:30 a.m. m the hollow emergency stairwell of Campion. The
blast, amplifiedby the stairwell,
sent a reverberatingshock wave
out over the central area touching off telephonecomplaints and
a futile police search for damage.
Fourteen police patrol units
were involved m the search,
which lasted nearly an hour and
touched on every major school,
church, power station or public
facility m the area.

OTHER problems are more
airports, bus depots and railroad
complex, frightening, desperate. Travelers' Aid booths m
shelter,
money
and guidance to bewildered
Critical personal difficulties stations offer
Offices are staffed by
services
are
free.
legal
passengers.
enAll
come to.light; serious
tanglements appear, deep-seated volunteers and a corps of professional specialists.
medical or psychological problems show themselves.
unteer. In the course of her day m the form of such things as
Persons helped include mioften provides information rent-free space, free utilities,
she
grant workers, often intimidated
direction to dozens of busi- and maintenance services. And
and inarticulate; depressed or and
nesmen, students, military men new airport planning invariably
hostile "wanderers"; chronical- and elderly persons. She may ar- includes space allocations for
ly disturbed victims of psycholo- range for an interpreter for a a Travelers' Aid office.
gical flight; aliens, bewildered foreign visitor or provide assistAlong with direct service, TA
and helpless, brought to the U.S. ance to a child or handicapped is moving into psychological reunder emergency legislation; person
search to try to learn what
and disadvantage^ Americans,
Backing up this dedicated vol- "makes peoplerun. The organizawho, fearful and rejected, are
unteer is a professional case- tion m another city is now workm the process of relocating.
worker who may be called to ing with a team of psychiatrists,
A TA worker is a trained vol- handle more serious problems. psychologists and social workers
Airlines and airport authori- m a study of the motivations of
ties attest to the importance of people who keep traveling to
Travelers' Aid by their support escape responsibility.

Still Needs
Reporters and Writers
m

Bomb Scares Spectator

Tune-Ups
Oil Changes

Anti-Freeze
Lubrications

The Spectator has reached
"beat" reporting, that is reabout half of its required staff porting events m their area of
level since the beginning of its interest on their own time.
new shift system, editor Patty
Hollinger reported this week.
BEAT AREAS include all Uniand departments,
Still open are several "gen- versity schools
faculty affairs, dorm councils.
eral assignment" positions, as University
management, and
well as berths for feature and others.
sports writers.
Interested students may conVOLUNTEER reporters are tact Patty Hollinger,Kerry Webasked to donatesix hours of time ster, or Kathy McCarthy on the
each week, working two short third floor of the Spectator
three-hour shifts: Monday-Wed- Aegis Building, ext. 593, 594, or
nesday or Tuesday-Friday.
595.
While Spectator staffers are
uncompensated, up to three academic credits may be obtained
This is the final week to
purchase an S.U. student difor volunteer work by students
who apply through the Journalrectory. Contact any I.K. or
ism Department.
George Wilbur, Campion 1116.
Students unable to hold down
Costis $1.
a regular shift may be interested

—

Finally, at 4:20 a.m., Campion
manager Phil Seely, noticing the
unusual number of police units
m the area, flagged down one
car and explained the source of
the noise.
The police gathered pieces of
CORONA Portable manual
paper wrapping found m the SMITH
typewriter for $45, $150 value.
stairwell for further investigaWestinghouse Hood Style Hairtion. The prankster, officers
dryer, $14. Phone EA 9-1759, Ext
said, could face misdemeanor
- 902 between 6:30 I1:00 p.m.
" ~~~
charges.
ai
The second explosion occurred ■? |ffVHHIIH^HBH|
about 11:30 p.m. Sunday. Early
witnesses and police reports
Professional Work
placed the source of the blast IBM Selectric, Choice of Type Styles
on or near the north end of the
Broadway District, EA 3-3244
S.U. campus, but campus security guards and city police __^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
M
could find no sign of damage.
Officers said buildings m the
UNIVERSITY TUTORING SERVICE
area could have caused misME 3-0692
leading echoes, creating the im1-5 p.m. daily
pression that the blast was on
campus.
No leads have been reported mtJßSlSSWi^^^^^^^^M
on the bombing that caused
WANTED: Photo, of Neil Diamond
$2,000 damage to the O'd Science
performance, especially with telebuildings
Arts
two
and Liberal
photo lens. PA 3-6756.
weeks ago.
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TWO Blocks from S.U. $92, large
studio with separate kitchen and
dining area. EA 9-4912.

COMFORTABLE, quiet housekeeping

-

room. $41 per

East EA 2-6980.

month. 506 13th

8 APARTMENTS for rent. Heat, water. garbage included. I & 2 bedroom. EA 9-4816. 1115 14th Ayenue.

$72.50 for furnished bachelor apt.
New fixtures, half block from S.U.
4|4 Broadway.
BEDROOM, Share
monfh 239 39th
7798

'

kitchen. $50

Aye

Eatf

per
EA 5.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING is a
ch"P but ef eet!ve wa tO bri 9
results,

Samata

& Jung

UNION 76
EA 2-9823

12th & E. Marian

|

| Classified Ads
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WEARY STUDENT TRAVELER, left, receives refreshments and directions from a Travelers' Aid employee.
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Hoping for your name on the door
someday?

—

Name on the door! Carpet on the floor! It can happen toyou.Just
keep sparking with those
keep your nose to the flintstone
bright ideas. Meanwhile, consider a really brilliant idea from your

New York Life Representative. It's modern life insurance for college students. It offers excellent protection now for the benefit
of your parents and, later on, for the family you'll have. What's
more,this life insurance can providethe ready cash (no questions
asked) you may ope day need to convert one of your bright ideas
into a going business. Speak with your New York Life Representative before the term endsl There's no obligation, and someday
you will be glad you didI

Richard Cavaliere
SPECIAL AGENT
NEW YORK LIFE

—

INSURANCE COMPANY
2nd andTitus Kent
ULrick 4-3500
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